
	
	
	
	 	

Our luxurious scented candles are housed in Faberge-type eggs. They’re both enduring and collectible – decorative 

boxes in which to keep little treasures once the candle has burned through. 

Each egg-shaped ceramic container has been trimmed in pewter, meticulously inlaid with ostrich eggshell, and then 

filled with premium wax in one of our four scents - all inspired by African botanicals. 

	
 
 

 

AVOOVA CANDLE 

MATERIALS & CONSTRUCTION 

DIMENSIONS 

-Ostrich egg shell inlay 

-Pewter 
- Ceramic glazed interior 

-Cork agglomerate non-slip base 

-Gift box, pouch & care card 

3.5” Dia. x 4.75” H 
 

For more information contact us by visiting www.ngalatrading.com, e: info@ngalatrading.com or t: 646-422-7317 

 OPTIONS 

	Acacia Plains- Green 
African Rainforest- Blue 

Kalahari Moons- Tan 
Namaqua Lands- Grey	

DISCLAIMER 

AVOOVA products are hand crafted originals. Slight variations in color, 

size and pattern are intrinsic to the style and character of each piece. 
Burn time approximately 45 hours. 

	

	



AVOOVA SCENTED CANDLES 
The scented wax candle in this AVOOVA egg was made for the 

company by Wild Olive African Artisans, at the foot of Table 
Mountain in Cape Town, South Africa.  It is 100% natural and made 

from Soy Wax. 
 

AVOOVA TRINKET BOX 
Please note that once your candle has burnt down, your AVOOVA 

ceramic egg has a glaze finish to the interior and can continue to be 

used for decorative and storage purposes. 
 

If the candle has burned correctly, there should be little residual 
wax.  To remove the residual wax from the container, add hot water 
(not boiling) and allow to loosen, then remove and wipe clean with a 

dry cloth.   
 

SAFETY RULES AND INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE 
Make sure your first burn does not last less than 3 hours. 

 
In order to obtain an optimum burn, you should always allow the 
entire surface of the candle to become molten; this ensures an 

even burn and prevents tunneling.  
 

Always keep a burning candle within sight. 
 

Never burn a candle on or near anything that can catch fire. 

 
Place candles away from drapes, bedding, carpets, books, paper, 

flammable decorations, etc. 
 

Keep the wax pool free of wick trimmings, matches and debris at all 
times.  Keep burning candles away from drafts, vents, ceiling fans, 

and air currents, as this can result in an uneven burn.  However, 
always burn the candles in a well-ventilated room. 

 

Never touch or move a burning candle when the wax is liquid. 
 

Extinguish by blowing out, and never with water, unless the candle 
is finished. 

 
Be aware that wax melts at over 46 C, therefore it is inadvisable to 
leave your candle in the car or exposed to any other heat sources. 

 
Do not leave this product on a window seal or exposed to direct sun 

light. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

	

POSSIBLE CONCERNS 
:A well-made candle should not create any smoke when burning:  
however, if the wick becomes too long or an air current disturbs 

the flame then small amounts of smoke (unburned carbon 
particles-soot) can becomes visible.  This soot is not harmful as the 
waxes used to make our candles come from natural and refined oils 

and do not contain or “wet spots” can occur on the top layer of 
your candle, this happens because the wax that we use is very heat 

sensitive. This does not, in any way, affect the quality of the candle 
or your experience.  

 
Some fragrances could smell stronger than others due to the 

nature of the fragrance materials used. Some candles may vary in 
color, depending on age or fragrance used – this does not affect the 

quality of the candle.  
 

Please note, that from time to time, certain fragranced candles do 

not use all the way while burning, especially when usage 
instructions are not followed. This is due to the high content of 
perfume in the candles that can change the melting point of the 

wax. Please ensure that your candle’s wick is always centered when 
the candle reaches the bottom half of the container.  

 

CARE FOR YOUR AVOOVA PIECE 

Ostrich eggshell is water resistant and will withstand normal 

domestic hot and cold temperatures. It can be cleaned with a warm 
soapy water and a soft cloth. For decorative pieces, an occasional 

polish with furniture wax or silver polish will restore the luster in no 
time.  

 

THINGS TO AVOID 
Avoid immersing completely in water. 

Avoid leaving in direct sunlight for extended periods. 
Never clean with liquid/powder bleach, abrasives or wire wool. 

 
Never put an AVOOVA piece in a dish washer or microwave. 

Do not use Brass Polish or coarse fabrics to polish. 
Avoid any contact with solvents. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

	

	

	


